
Lecture 1: Politics 

Notes: 

Ideologies are a system of thought and political people use them to advance their political 

practice. We will be looking at 3 

- Neoliberal (favour the middle class and want less change, sit on the right) 

- Marxist (favour equality and sit on the left) – not as interested in this one  

- Social democratic or Keynsian (on the left) 

Our interest in ideologies is twofold – how do they distort the possible responses of 

lawmakers and government officials to the needs of business; and might they assist an 

understanding of various issues? 

When the French National Assembly was sitting, delegates who favoured the merchant 

middle-class and wanted less change sat together on the right side of the presiding 

officer, and those who favoured the urban poor and peasants and a radical republic sat 

on the left. 

Existing nation is to the right and people who favour more equality will be on the left  

Fascists are hard right, conservatives are much to the right, neoliberals are also to the right, 

social liberals are in the middle, social democrats to the left, and Marxists are hard left. 

- Business and finance cannot ignore social and political forces  

- Corporate social responsibility is very important  

 

Ideologies- about the world of ideas – not just one idea but a whole bunch of ideas! 

– like the movie inception an idea can change the world  

- In politics someone can be more to the left or more to the right- left favours 

equality and wants massive change, right sat on the providing officer who did 

not want change and wanted revolution to settle down so they can continue 

running their businesses  

- In us democratic, communist, Obama is on the left and republican more 

conservative is on the right 

Liberalism  

- most important ideologies, is right out in front- leader .e.g. coke is the market 

leader 

- John locke 1688 looks at people as individualism- he brang up that everyone 

has their own rights to exercise (basic rights) 1650s  

- Made money through merchant capitalism in 1600 and beyond (people got 

together as companies and pulled together their resources and assets such 

as ships to make finance through exchanging and trading in other countries 



and bringing back to Europe and making a ton of money)- a lot of these 

merchant ventors were pirates and were very brutal --- MERCHANT 

ACTIVITIES  

- According to adam the free market is the invisible hand – market place has an 

invisible hand such as god lifting up society and businesses  

- Laissez-fare liberal- means hands off don’t interfere 1820s 

- 1850s CLASSICAL LIBERALISM Neo liberalism is called classical 

liberalism 

- – very important for us means business that is grunt – john sturat puts a bit of 

ethics into liberalisms but still has laissez-fare – became the standard 

liberalism- had requirements such as children not working under certain age 

or children not working in mines- very minimum standards – contract will be 

supreme – said had to have competition in free market not just one monopoly  

- 1870s classical liberalism became unpopular and disappeared  

- Liberalism went through a transformation b/w 1880s and 1890s and social 

liberals started (TH green)  in 1890s – social safety net, wanted experts in 

control as technology and science was discovered, wanted to advance social 

welfare, in Germany pensions in Germany (1870) 

- This ideology opposes Marxism, most favours business , sits on the right !  

 

Marxism 

-Karl marx- grew up in Germany, came from a Christian middle class family, 

well educated  

- His kaptal not in English until 1887 (four years after his death) 

- Strictly scientific method and study  

- He makes points such as wealth is a combination of labour power + 

machinery (fixed capital), when things are sold in market place, its not supply 

and demand but the average is determined by what people think something is 

containing about how much labour is used, thinks surpluses are stolen wages.  

- Tells us whats wrong with the system but doesn’t tell us how to fix it 

Anti Marxism <<<< MORE IMPORTANT 

- Looking at from an investors point of view (Marxism doesn’t look at it by a 

investors view)  

- The right for investors to be compensated for taking risks  

- Risk requires a return  

- Joseph 1942- talks about the risk of an entire industry being wiped out by 

innovation e.g. when ice decks got wiped out when refrigerator was invented 

or when nokia wiped out when iphone invented  

- They have their own counter-arguments by Marxists  

 

Social democratic ideology- People who didn’t want to join free market or 

Marxist 



- Looks at things as an combination of economy public and private  (private 

business benefits private and other half is public such as government 

agencies that benefit public) 

- Fabianism: located in London, 1890s they came up with the concept of gas 

and water socialiam- they were middle class reformers, they wanted to use 

social science and statistics to construct new ways of doing things such as 

council providing street lights etc providing publicy not privately – natural 

monopolies to be public – cross subsidies for the poor such as free water – 

they wanted to advance this slowly to diff parts of economy 

- Public health, public transport, public housing, public education and public 

essential services < they say should be public  

Where are we heading?  

1980s rise of neoliberal ideas- chapter 2 in text book and chapter 5 in textbook  

- Ronald Reagan becomes president in 1980 and brings new ideas of making 

things better for business such as neo-classical economies, neoliberalism, 

market ideology, economic rationalism < all mean the same thing but we use 

neoliberalism  

Starts with Nixo 


